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Introduction: Advanced hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) represents a major public health threat. Several emerging combination
therapies have shown promising results for the first-line treatment of advanced HCC. The present study compared the efficacy of
atezolizumab plus bevacizumab (AB) with lenvatinib plus pembrolizumab (LP), which were two of the leading combination therapies.
Methods: The outcomes of the present analysis were overall survival (OS) time and progression-free survival (PFS) time. Two
matching-adjusted indirect comparisons (MAICs) were first conducted using the individual-level patient data (IPD) of the sorafenib
arm from a previous clinical trial and the aggregate data (AgD) of the AB and LP arms from the corresponding published trials. From
the MAICs, the hazard ratios (HRs) of AB and LP vs sorafenib were estimated by conducting weighted Cox regressions. The HRs
from the two MAICs were then pooled to conduct a second-order indirect comparison of AB vs LP.
Results: In the MAIC analyses, AB had better efficacy on both OS (HR: 0.58, 95% CI: 0.42–0.79) and PFS (HR: 0.59, 95% CI: 0.47–0.76)
than sorafenib, whereas LP had significantly better efficacy on PFS (HR: 0.62, 95% CI: 0.41–0.94) but not OS (HR: 0.83, 95%CI: 0.52–1.32).
In the second-order comparison, AB was insignificantly more efficacious on OS (HR: 0.71, 95% CI: 0.42–1.23) than and similarly efficacious
on PFS (HR: 0.95, 95% CI: 0.60–1.51) as the LP regimen.
Conclusion: LP regimen may be a potential first-line immunotherapy option for advanced HCC given its comparative effectiveness in
relation to AB.
Keywords: matching, adjusted, overall, progression-free, survival, PD-1, PD-L1, balancing, first-line, unresectable

Introduction
Causing more cancer-related mortality than any other tumor types except lung cancer,1,2 hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
poses as a major threat to population health worldwide. Accounting for approximately 80% of all cases, Asian countries
are heavily disproportionately afflicted by HCC.3 For example, China alone was home to about half of the world HCC
population.4 The substantial disease burden of HCC is only matched by the currently unmet need in the management of
HCC patients, the filling of which requires continuous scientific research and evidence generation.

Characterized by macrovascular invasion and extrahepatic metastases, advanced HCC represents a prominent
clinical challenge.2 At the advanced stage, patients are usually recommended to receive systemic therapies.1,2,5

However, the efforts in the past decades to identify effective therapies have been unproductive until very recently.5

Until 2017, sorafenib was the only first-line drug treatment with proven survival benefit among advanced HCC
patients.4 However, recent evidence suggests that the efficacy of sorafenib may be hampered by acquired tyrosine
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kinase inhibitor resistance.6 Featured by non-inferiority to sorafenib, lenvatinib became another drug approved by the
US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and European Medicines Agency (EMA) for the first-line treatment of
advanced HCC in 2018. More recently, combination therapies are gaining prominence,5 among which programmed cell
death receptor 1 (PD-1)/programmed cell death ligand 1 (PD-L1) inhibitors are the leading new constitutions.7–9

Blocking the PD-1/PD-L1 signaling pathways can effectively relieve immune escape, thereby fortifying T cell-
mediated anti-tumor immunity.10 To date, the forerunner of the PD-1/PD-L1-enabled combination regimens is atezo-
lizumab plus bevacizumab (hereinafter referred to as AB).8,9,11,12 The IMbrave150 Phase III trial, which randomized
501 advanced HCC patients to atezolizumab plus bevacizumab or sorafenib, showed that AB significantly improved
both overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS) over sorafenib.11 In the subgroup analysis of IMbrave150
using the Chinese samples, a significant improvement in OS and PFS associated with AB was also observed.12 Due to
its favorable efficacy profile, AB has been approved by FDA for the first-line treatment and granted an upfront position
by several guidelines in the therapies of advanced HCC.8,9 Another PD-1/PD-L1-based combination regimen with the
potential to become a first-line therapy is lenvatinib plus pembrolizumab (hereinafter referred to as LP).8 In the single-
arm phase Ib KEYNOTE 524 trial that enrolled 100 patients, LP-treated patients showed promising results of having
a median OS of 22 months and a median PFS of 9.3 months. Despite such clinically meaningful data readings, FDA
held off on the approval of LP for the first-line treatment of advanced HCC based on KEYNOTE 524 trial.13 Therefore,
further evidence is necessary to understand the value of LP in the hierarchy of HCC therapies, some efforts towards
which are ongoing. In light of the remarkable progresses in the therapies of advanced HCC, it is important to gain
insight into the comparative effectiveness profiles of these novel therapies. To facilitate informed clinical decision-
making, the present study aimed to fill the evidentiary gap in the comparative efficacy of AB in relation to LP for the
first-line treatment of advanced HCC.

Since KEYNOTE 524 trial only had one arm, meta-analyses to compare AB and LP were not possible,14 which was
likely an important reason why existing meta-analyses of first-line PD-1/PD-L1 therapies of advanced HCC did not
account for LP.10,15 To compare therapies based on single-arm trials, matching-adjusted indirect comparisons (MAIC)
that exploit the individual-level patient data (IPD) of one treatment and the published aggregate data (AgD) of another
treatment are frequently used.16–18 However, MAIC only evaluates the regimen in the IPD against that in the AgD. In the
setting of the current study, only AgD were available to both IMbrave150 and KEYNOTE 524 trials. As such, we
exploited the IPD of the sorafenib arm in a previous trial to conduct and link the MAICs of sorafenib versus AB and LP.

Methods
Overall Analytic Strategy
To compare AB and LP in the absence of common comparators and the availability of the IPD of either trial, at least one
set of IPD of a third drug in the same treatment class was necessary. Specifically, the IPD of the sorafenib arm in a trial
that compared sunitinib and sorafenib for the first-line treatment of advanced HCC was used.19 The sorafenib arm IPD
from this trial has several desirable features. First, the sunitinib vs sorafenib trial was also conducted in an advanced
HCC population to evaluate front-line treatments. Second, the comparator drug for AB in the IMbrave150 trial was
sorafenib, the comparative results of which can be used to validate MAIC results. Third, the sorafenib arm IPD had
already been made publicly available online, which circumvented the challenges in securing access to proprietary
information.

In the present analysis, sorafenib IPD was first compared to the AB arm in the IMbrave150 trial using MAIC. The
same approach was used to compare sorafenib IPD to the LP arm in the KEYNOTE 524 trial. The comparative efficacy
results from the two MAICs were further synthesized to obtain the effects of AB in relation to LP since both MAICs
shared the comparator of sorafenib. The overall comparison strategy is illustrated in Figure 1.

The present study used de-identified secondary data that were publicly available and data from the literature. Hence, it
was exempted from ethical reviews per local policies, which was confirmed in paper by the Human Studies Ethical
Review Committee of Sun Yat-sen University School of Public Health (Shenzhen) (NO. 2021[053]).
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Outcomes
Although not all the abovementioned trials shared the same primary and secondary endpoints, they did include the
common outcomes of overall survival (OS) time and progression-free survival (PFS) time.11,19,20 OS and PFS are also
critical efficacy endpoints commonly used to sketch the clinical profiles of anti-cancer medications therapeutics.4,8,9,21

Therefore, the outcomes in the present study were also chosen to be OS and PFS. The comparative efficacy estimates
were represented by hazard ratios (HRs).

MAIC
To evaluate an existing treatment against a new treatment for which only AgD from a single-arm trial is available, the
MAIC method utilizes the IPD from the trial of the existing treatment and re-weights the IPD such that their
characteristics are balanced with those of the patients from the trial of the new treatment.16 The outcomes of the re-
weighted IPD are then compared with the AgD of the new treatment.16 For linear outcomes such as mean values and
percentages, the outcomes from re-weighted IPD and AgD can be directly compared. However, additional steps are
necessary when the outcomes are time to event in nature such as those in the present study. To evaluate the HRs of OS
and PFS, regression techniques such as Cox regressions should be conducted, which requires the reconstructed IPD of the
new treatment’s AgD. The reconstruction was fulfilled by digitizing the published Kaplan–Meier (K-M) curves of OS
and PFS using established techniques.22,23

In the current analysis, characteristics that were available in all trials were chosen to balance patients, the imple-
mentation of which was based on entropy balancing (EB). The EB process created weights that could be used to align the
characteristics of the IPD with those of the AgD in subsequent analyses.17,18 Using this process, sorafenib IPD were first
balanced to the AB AgD, following which the effective sample size (ESS) with the EB weights was also calculated. After

Figure 1 Flowchart of matching-adjusted indirect comparisons (MAIC), the validation of the MAIC method, and the second-order indirect comparison.
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the EB process, the OS and PFS K-M curves of the AB arm in the IMbrave150 trial were then digitized using Engauge
Digitizer 10.11 to reconstruct the corresponding individual-level survival data with an established method.22,24 The
reconstructed survival data of the AB arm were then pooled with the re-weighted sorafenib IPD to estimate the HRs of
AB vs sorafenib with regard to OS and PFS using weighted Cox regressions. The HRs in this set of MAIC were denoted
by HROSAS and HR

PFS
AS . These metrics represented the OS and PFS benefits of AB in relation to sorafenib had the sorafenib

arm IPD patients looked the same as the AB arm patients in the IMbrave150 trial.
The process of the LP vs sorafenib MAIC followed that of the AB vs sorafenib MAIC. Accordingly, the HRs were

denoted as HROSLS and HRPFSLS .

Validation of the MAIC Approach
The specification of the covariates for EB relied on the availability of information. However, whether the covariates
included in the analysis were adequate to mitigate bias due to patient population heterogeneity could not be tested. As
such, alternative approaches should be taken to examine the validity of the MAIC analyses. Since the IMbrave150 trial
randomized patients to AB and sorafenib regimens, the results from the trial could be compared against the MAIC results
of HROSAS and HRPFSAS . If the MAIC results and the IMbrave150 trial results had good similarity, then the MAIC
specification in the current study for advanced HCC patients requiring first-line therapies might be relatively reliable.
To that end, we tested HROSAS and HRPFSAS against the counterpart estimates from the IMbrave150 trial. The absence of
statistical significance was considered favorable evidence of the validity of the MAIC approach.

The validity of the MAIC model specification was also necessary to prescribe the use of the second-order indirect
comparison, which required the lack of residual effect modifiers. In other words, the comparative effectiveness of each of
the regimens over sorafenib and in relation to each other were independent of factors that were not already considered.
Although residual effect modifiers were likely to exist, they had minor chances of biasing the effect estimates if they had
strong correlation with the ones already adjusted for. The validity of the MAIC approach wrapped up these conditions
required to rule out residual effect modifiers.

Second-Order Indirect Comparison
Following the MAIC estimation, the ratio of the AB-sorafenib HR to the LP-sorafenib HR for each of the outcome was
taken. The second-order indirect comparison resembled the Bucher’s method.25 Specifically, the final estimate of the HR
of OS comparing AB with LP, HROSAL, was calculated as HR

OS
AL ¼ e

ln HROSASð Þ� ln HROSLSð Þ:

Similarly, the final estimate of the HR of PFS comparing AB with LP, HRPFSAL , was calculated as

HRPFSAL ¼ e
ln HRPFSASð Þ� ln HRPFSLSð Þ:

In the estimation of the standard errors of HROSAL, the standard errors of both preceding HRs used in the calculation were
taken into account to comprehensively capture the uncertainty of the estimates. The same approach was also used in the
estimation of HRPFSAL .

Robustness Check
Although the validation of the MAIC approach represents a useful technique to provide evidence on potential bias due to
omitted prognostic factors and effect modifiers or lack thereof, it does not quantify the robustness of estimates to such bias.
To that end, we engaged E-values to examine the robustness of our estimates to unobserved prognostic factors and effect
modifiers. The E-value quantifies the minimal amount of correlation an unmeasured confounder would need to have with
both the treatment exposure and a certain outcome to nullify the observed treatment effect in the scale of hazard ratio
conditional on the measured covariates.26 Accordingly, the greater the E-value, the more robust the HR estimates.

Results
After comparing the available and reported information across trials, 12 common variables were identified and used to
balance baseline characteristics across studies. Of note, all of the variables were reported as percentages in the AgD of
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the IMbrave150 and KEYNOTE 524 trials. Namely, the variables were whether aged 65 years and older, male, Asian,
Black, White (other races used as the reference category), Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status
(ECOG PS), extrahepatic spread, macrovascular invasion, α-fetoprotein level (AFP) ≥400 ng/mL, and three classifica-
tions of etiology (hepatitis B, hepatitis C, and alcohol abuse). The characteristics are listed in Table 1, which also
describes the differences of the patients before and after EB with weights. In the sorafenib IPD, 533 patients with non-
missing information on all covariates were selected for subsequent analyses. Before EB, the 533 patients from the
sorafenib IPD were significantly different from the AB arm in the percentages of 65 years and older patients (36% vs
48%, p < 0.001), Asian patients (78% vs 56%, p < 0.001), White patients (20% vs 37%, p < 0.001), patients with
a ECOG PS score of 1 (46% vs 38%, p < 0.001), patients with macrovascular invasion (28% vs 38%, p < 0.001), patients
who had baseline AFP ≥ 400 ng/mL (48% vs 38%, p < 0.001), patients with an etiology of hepatitis B (54% vs 49%, p <
0.001), and patients with an etiology of alcohol abuse (14% vs 10%, p < 0.001). To visualize the overall imbalance across
the IPD and AgD, the kernel density of the entropy balancing weights of sorafenib arm IPD when balanced to the AB and
LP AgD is presented in Figure 2. The deviation and dispersion of each kernel density line from the black vertical line
demonstrate the imbalance of sorafenib IPD and the aggregate data of the corresponding comparator regimen before
entropy balancing. The dissimilarity of the two kernel density lines of entropy balancing weights represents the
imbalance between the aggregate data of the AB and LP arms. The differences across the sorafenib IPD and the AgD
of the AB arm were substantially reduced through the EB process. Specifically, the re-weighted sorafenib IPD did not
have significant differences in any of the characteristics compared with the AgD of the AB arm after EB. When the

Table 1 Comparison of Characteristics Before and After Entropy Balancing

Characteristic Sorafenib
arm

before EB
(sample
size =
533)

AB vs Sorafenib LP vs Sorafenib

AB arm
(sample
size =
336)a

p-value of
tests
against
the AB
arm
before
EB

Sorafenib
group after

EB
(effective
sample size

= 277)

p-value
of tests
against
the AB
arm

after EB

LP arm
(sample
size =
100)a

p-value
of tests
against
the LP
arm
before
EB

Sorafenib
arm after

EB
(effective
sample
size = 65)

p-value
of tests
against
the LP
arm

after EB

Age≥65 years
(%)

36.21 48 <0.001 47.99 0.997 62 <0.001 61.70 0.957

Male (%) 84.24 82 0.157 82.01 0.998 81 0.041 80.97 0.997

Asian (%) 77.86 56 <0.001 56.03 0.993 28 <0.001 28.51 0.890
Black (%) 1.88 1.8 0.897 1.80 0.998 2 0.833 1.99 0.990

White (%) 19.51 37 <0.001 36.98 0.994 51 <0.001 50.65 0.955

ECOG PS=1 (%) 46.34 38 <0.001 38.01 0.997 38 <0.001 38.11 0.983
Extrahepatic

spread (%)

64.73 63 0.405 63.00 0.999 52 <0.001 52.16 0.980

Macrovascular
invasion (%)

27.95 38 <0.001 37.98 0.995 20 <0.001 20.07 0.983

Baseline AFP ≥

400 ng/mL (%)

48.03 38 <0.001 38.02 0.994 30 <0.001 30.22 0.968

Etiology of

hepatocellular

carcinoma
Hepatitis B 54.03 49 0.020 49.01 0.998 19 <0.001 19.46 0.880

Hepatitis C 21.95 21 0.596 21.00 0.999 36 <0.001 35.80 0.978

Alcohol 14.26 10 0.005 10.01 0.992 28 <0.001 27.86 0.980

Note: aThe numbers were kept with the same decimal points as reported in original studies.
Abbreviations: AB, atezolizumab plus bevacizumab; LP, lenvatinib plus pembrolizumab; EB, entropy balancing; ECOG PS, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group
performance status; AFP, α-fetoprotein.
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sorafenib IPD were compared with the LP arm, the differences in the characteristics before EB were even more
pronounced than those with the AB arm. Specifically, the 533 sorafenib arm patients had significant differences in the
percentages of 65 years and older patients (36% vs 62%, p < 0.001), male patients (84% vs 81%, p = 0.041), Asian
patients (78% vs 28%, p < 0.001), White patients (20% vs 51%, p < 0.001), patients with a ECOG PS score of 1 (46% vs
38%, p < 0.001), patients with extrahepatic spread of disease (65% vs 52%, p < 0.001), patients with macrovascular
invasion (28% vs 20%, p < 0.001), patients who had baseline AFP ≥ 400 ng/mL (48% vs 30%,
p < 0.001), patients with an etiology of hepatitis B (54% vs 19%, p < 0.001), patients with an etiology of hepatitis
C (22% vs 36%, p < 0.001), and patients with an etiology of alcohol abuse (14% vs 28%, p < 0.001). Similar to the AB
arm, the EB process for the sorafenib IPD data and the AgD of the LP arm resulted in balanced characteristics without
significant differences. Moreover, the ESS of the AB-weighted sorafenib IPD was 277, whereas that of the LP-weighted
sorafenib IPD was 65.

Table 2 displays the results of the MAIC analyses. In the MAIC analyses of AB vs sorafenib, AB was associated with
significantly better efficacy on both OS (HR: 0.58, 95% CI: 0.42–0.79) and PFS (HR: 0.59, 95% CI: 0.47–0.76)
compared with sorafenib. Both estimates had good proximity to the RCT results from the IMbrave150 trial (OS HR:
0.59, 95% CI: 0.46–0.76; PFS HR: 0.59, 95% CI: 0.48–0.73) such that the tests of the MAIC estimates against the RCT
results were not statistically different (OS: p = 0.450; PFS: p = 0.497). In the MAIC analyses of LP vs sorafenib, LP had
significantly better efficacy on PFS (HR: 0.62, 95% CI: 0.41–0.94) but not OS (HR: 0.83, 95% CI: 0.52–1.32).

The results of the final comparison of AB and LP are shown in Table 3. The AB regimen was insignificantly more
efficacious on OS (HR: 0.71, 95% CI: 0.42–1.23) than and similarly efficacious on PFS (HR: 0.95, 95% CI: 0.60–1.51)
as the LP regimen.

The E-values of the HR estimates from the present study are listed in Table 4. According to the results, the effects of
AB in relation to sorafenib on both OS and PFS are relatively robust since strong associations of omitted factors with
both the treatment assignment and the outcomes are needed to counteract the observed effects. Likewise, the effect of LP
on PFS compared with sorafenib is relatively robust. However, the point estimates of the effects of LP on OS in relation

Figure 2 The kernel density of the entropy balancing weights of individual-level patients (IPD) in the sorafenib arm when balanced to the atezolizumab plus bevacizumab
(AB) arm and the lenvatinib plus pembrolizumab (LP) arm. The deviation and dispersion of each line from the black vertical line demonstrate the unbalance of sorafenib IPD
and the aggregate data of the corresponding comparator regimen before entropy balancing. The dissimilarity of the two lines of entropy balancing weights represents the
unbalance between the aggregate data of the AB and LP arms.
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to sorafenib and the effects of AB on both outcomes in relation to LP are vulnerable to potential bias. In these
comparisons, weak associations of omitted factors with both the treatment assignment and the outcomes suffice to
negate the observed effects.

Discussion
In the present study, MAIC analyses were conducted to compare the efficacy of AB and LP with sorafenib for the first-
line treatment of advanced HCC, which were sequenced by second-order comparisons via re-weighted sorafenib IPD.
Neither superior nor inferior efficacy of AB compared with LP on reducing mortality and delaying progression was
identified per the current results.

The findings from the present analysis have important implications for the clinical management of advanced HCC
patients. Like several other tumor types, HCC community has seen a storm of explorations to expand the first-line
treatment indications for PD-1/PD-L1. AB was the only PD-1/PD-L1 regimen approved for the first-line treatment of
advanced HCC by FDA and EMA by far and is becoming equally popular as sorafenib and lenvatinib. With the
seemingly promising results of the KEYNOTE 524 trial, it is also natural to consider LP as a competing option for

Table 4 The E-Values of Estimated Hazard Ratios in the
Present Study

Comparison OS PFS

AB vs sorafenib 2.84 (1.85) 2.78 (1.96)

LP vs sorafenib 1.70 (1.00)a 2.61 (1.32)a

AB vs LP 2.17 (1.00)a 1.29 (1.00)a

Notes: Results are presented as E-value of HR point estimate (E-value of the
upper bound of the 95% confidence interval). Per the definition of aBy definition,
the E-value of the upper bound of a statistically insignificant effect estimate is 1.
Abbreviations: OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; AB, atezoli-
zumab plus bevacizumab; HR, hazard ratio; LP, lenvatinib plus pembrolizumab.

Table 3 Second-Order Indirect Comparisons of Atezolizumab Plus
Bevacizumab vs Lenvatinib Plus Pembrolizumab

OS PFS

AB vs LP, HR (95% CI) 0.71 (0.42–1.23) 0.95 (0.60–1.51)

Abbreviations: OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; AB, atezolizumab plus bevaci-
zumab; IPD, individual-level patient data; LP, lenvatinib plus pembrolizumab; HR, hazard ratio.

Table 2 The Matching-Adjusted Indirect Comparison Estimates of Hazard Ratios of Overall
Survival and Progression-Free Survival

Comparison OS PFS

AB vs sorafenib

MAIC, HR (95% CI) 0.58 (0.42–0.79) 0.59 (0.47–0.76)

IMbrave150 RCT, HR (95% CI)a 0.59 (0.46–0.76) 0.59 (0.48–0.73)
p-value of comparing MAIC and RCT results 0.450 0.497

LP vs sorafenib
MAIC, HR (95% CI) 0.83 (0.52–1.32) 0.62 (0.41–0.94)

Notes: aThese estimates were from the IMbrave150 trial, which was an RCT study. The estimates were compared with the
counterparts from the MAIC analyses, thereby validating or falsifying the specification of the MAIC analyses. The results
suggested good validity of the MAIC analyses.
Abbreviations: OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; AB, atezolizumab plus bevacizumab; MAIC, matching-
adjusted indirect comparison; HR, hazard ratio; RCT, randomized clinical trial; LP, lenvatinib plus pembrolizumab.
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advanced HCC.8,20 The current results indicate that LP is indeed more efficacious than sorafenib on increasing PFS. In
the meantime, LP was not found to be significantly less efficacious than AB on both OS and PFS. As such, LP may have
the potential to possess sufficient clinical value as an option for first-line therapy for HCC in spite of prior setbacks in the
regulatory process. In the meantime, it is not necessarily helpful to rush to the decision of engaging LP as an alternative
to AB for patients without prior systemic therapies since the current evidence does not support the superiority of LP over
AB on any measurable scale. To the extent that an ongoing investigation will likely generate relatively high-quality data
on the efficacy of LP, it is advisable to consider this regimen in future based on solid evidence.27

In the absence of common comparators, MAIC could be used to synthesize results from single-arm trials if the IPD of
one of the comparators was available. In the present analysis, MAICs of AB vs sorafenib and LP vs sorafenib were
conducted, the former of which generated outputs that resonated well with the RCT results of the IMbrave150 trial. Such
resemblance supported the validity of the model specification used for MAICs. However, the first-order MAICs can only
provide insight into the comparative effectiveness of the relatively new therapies over sorafenib. To conduct further
comparisons between the new therapies without access to the IPD for either treatment, a second-order indirect
comparison was conducted following the first-order MAIC results. Such an approach enables researchers to expand
indirect comparisons to a greater network of treatment options for the same population when only one set of IPD was
available. Given its potential to be used in similar comparative effectiveness studies, this approach may represent
a marginal novelty in the area of indirect treatment comparison based on MAIC.

The results of the present study should be interpreted with several caveats. First, the present analysis relied on data
from existing trials, yet it was not meant to replace the results of clinical trials. Instead, it was conducted to provide
preliminary evidence regarding two competing regimens. To profoundly understand the clinical profiles of the therapies,
it is necessary to carry out RCTs. Second, although the RCT-MAIC cross validation suggested good validity of the MAIC
analyses, residual effect modifiers that might confound the results could not be fully ruled out.17 The E-values suggest
that, whereas the effects of AB and LP compared with sorafenib were relatively robust to residual confounders, the
effects of AB in relation to LP might entail some sensitivity to bias. Third, the sample size of the KEYNOTE 524 trial
and the ESS of the corresponding MAIC were moderate, which might undermine the power of the analyses to detect true
effectiveness. In particular, the point estimate of the OS HR of AB vs LP was non-trivial. Future evidence with a more
powerful sample size is necessary to shed light on the effect, if any. Despite these limitations, the present findings
provided previously unavailable evidence that can be considered in clinical practice.

Conclusions
Both AB and LP are more efficacious than sorafenib in extending PFS for the first-line treatment of advanced HCC
patients. There is also no evidence that AB is associated with superior or inferior efficacy than LP, suggesting the
potential of the latter as an option for first-line treatment of advanced HCC.
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